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NATIONAL ADVISORY CO_f_ITTEE ,"OR AERONAUTICS

ADVANCE RESTRICTED REPORT

FREQI9_,<NCY OF OCCURRENCE OF ATI_[OSPIIERIC GUSTS AND OF

RELAT:ZD LOADS ON AIRPLANE STRUCTD_RES

By Richard V. Rhode and Philip Donely

S_,_MARY

A n_m_ber of samples of flight acceleration data

taken by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

under a variety of operating conditions were evaluated to

determine the total frequencies and the frequency dis-

trib_ation of atmospheric gusts. The samples include

1748 hours of operation by several alrplanes of the

domestic airlines of the United States, a _artin N-130 air-

plane of the Pacific Divlsion of Pan _merican Airways

System, and the Boeing B-15 airplane of _he Arm F Air Forces.
These data are suoplemented by V-G records, so that more

than 9,000,000 miles of operation are represented. Samples

taken on an Aeronca C-2 airplane at low altitu_e in the

turbulent air of the earth's boundary latter are compared

with similar samples taken on t_e Lockheed KC-35 airplane

at high altltuc_e w_th_n c,&mulus-congestus and cu_ulo-
nimbus clouds.

Similar data of German origin have been reana!yzed
and included for comparison.

It was concluded that the distribution of g_sts

_Ithin turbulent regions of the earth's atmosphere

follows a substantially fixed pattern regardless of the

source of the tt_rbulence. _r_e total frequencies are

therefore governed by the total length of flight path

in rough air, and operating conditions determine the

total frequencies only by affecting the rat_o of the

length of flight path in rough _ir to total length of

the path. Gust-load frequencies were found to be

inversely proportional to airplane size.

It was further concluded that the gust frequencies
can be applied with small error to the estimation of

stress frequencies in the primary structures of airplanes.

T_e results o# the analysis are applicable to _he fatigue
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testing of the orimarTf structsure of the airframe and to
the estimation of the probability of encounterin@ gusts
of excessive _.ntensity within any stated period of
operation.

INTRODUCTION

The trend in airplane des __L6n toward higher wing
loading, higher seeed, _nd larger size - and consequently
toward higher mean stresses and greater severity of loads
on the structure - has resulted in s. growing ap_reelation
by designers of the ootential importance of fatigue in

ube prlmar7 structure and o _ tu._ necesslty for designing

on the %asis of fatigue strength for limited "life

exoectancy." T_eference l., for exan_i_le, disolays a great

deal of concern about the fat;.gu_ life of" airplan_
structures.

Life expectancy is governed not only by fatigue but

also by tbe _robabilltD_ of occurrence of sin,zle quasi-

static loads of such high mr_nitude as might endanger
the structure directly. This Droblem has been made

more acute by the overloading of aJ.rp!anes due to
wartime traffic demands.

An obvious pr_requisits for control of fatigue

strength and for the determination of the probability
of single large loads is flight data that show the

frequencTT of occurrence of loads or stresses in t_e

structure correlated with the many factors that influence

the frequencies. In the flight ooerations of transoort-
type airplanes the Drincipal source of structural loads

and stresses is atmospheric _.rbulence, and mesh of the
required flight data aonlicable to transport airplanes

may be obtained by measurem.Dnts of the loads or stresses

during cruising flight in rough air.

Kaul (reference 2) and Froise (reference 3) have

oresented data on the wiu_-lo_:_d histories experienced

by a n_mber of air_lanes both _nder s_ecial _est condi-

tions ._ rough air and in some 600 __ours of cruising

flight on several branches of !:,heDeutsche Lufthansa.
Kaul obtained results b"T means of an accelerometer located

near the center of gravit-j o__ t_e alrol_ne and Frelse,

by means of a strain gage mounted on a chord member of a

wing spar near the w_Ing root. The rGsults were expressed
:in references 2 and 3 in ter_s of anplied _in_s lear]
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The NACA has from tim6 to time collected data
similar to these presented by Kaul snd Freise. These
data include accelcration measur6ments from ].320 hours
of _ohe early operations of the _omestic airlines of the

United ._t_tes, 313 hours of miscellaneous cross-country

flying by the Boeing B-!5 airplane, a ll5-hour round-

trip flight between Alan_.eda, Cslif. sand Hong Kong, Cbinap
by a Fartin l\,_-130airplane of Fan Americsn Airways System,

and two special gust invcstlgations _n the vicinity of

Langley Field, Va. Data tak(_n with the NACA V-G recorder
(r_fGr_nc_ 4) during some 8,500,000 miles of airline

operations are also included to t_ke into consideration

the rare gusts of great ir_t_nsity that are not normally

encot_tered during the taking of samples of limited

scope. In _he present paper these dsta are analyzed and

compared with the German data of references 2 snd 3
to establish a broader basis for the determination of

thG frequency of loads resulting from atn_ospherlc gusts.

S!_BOL3 AND NOI_TCLATU_
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acceleration increment normsl to chord of wing,

g units

weight of airplane

wing are a

slop_ of lift curve

mass density of air at s_a icvel

equival_nt airsp_Jed

effective gust velocity

relative alleviation f_ctor

mean wing chord

total f__.equency, total number of occurrences of

a phcJnomenon in a sample

frequency, number of occurrences of a phenomenon
within a class interval
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fr relative frequency (f/F)

_av • average gust _nterva!, average distance along

flight path in turbulent air between
significant gusts

L path of operation, total length of flight path
for any considared scope of operation

R path ratio, ratio of length of flight path in

turb_lent a:ir to path of operatSon

The class _nterval ]s the range between two values

of a measured quantity w_thin which measurements of like

value are gz_ouped (or classed) for tLe purpose of tabula-
tion of frequencles. The class mark is the definitive

value, or mldva!ue, of a class.

EF))_CTi VE GUST _vELOC i:ri"AS BASIC ATTRIBUTE

In most investigations of at:aospher_c turbulence

cond].Icted by the NACA, _he acce.]eration response of

airplanes to the _usts has been utilize fl in the measure-

ment of atmospheric turbulence. Although _uch of the

philosophy _derlylng _he concepts involved in the use
of acceleration response in the measuremont of turbulence

has not been pub].ished, some basic considerations are

discussed it, references !_ to 6. These considerations

lead to the relatively s_mrle concept of an "effective

gust velocity," w_-_ich has been selected as the basic
attribute or independent var_ab!e to which the statistical

analysis best a_plies. Theef?ective gust velocity is

defined by the relation

OoaK eW!/2S
an - - ..... (1)

_e relative alleviation factor K al!ows for the

ve!ocity of the a_.rplane nor_a! to the flight oath caused

by application of acceleration during the finite time of
action of the gust. Th_ factor K is given as a function

of the wing loading in figt_re i. The derivation of tbls

curve, which takes into consideration t!]e lag in transient

development of lift and the gust gradient, is attributable
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to the authors but has not been published. The curve
in figure I is oart of the American design requirements
and has been p1_blished as figure !l(a) in reference 7.
Although derived at a relatively early date when little
information on gust gradients was available, the rela-
tionship described by the curve has remained in excellent
agreement with subsequently obtained flight data and with
advances in the theory of unsteady lift.

SC09E OF _,_'E&S_E?_ENTS

Extent of 0per_tions

Domestic airlines.- Acceleration records for
1320 _'o-7_rs, or _75-_-t--_5,000 miles, of flight were
obtsined during the early dayys of transport operations
on the domestic airlines cf i_he C_ited Stat_s. The
data were taken during routine scheduled operations
over a neriod cf about 2 year_. fhe average operating
altitude was about 4000 feet above sea level. The
airplanes on which the measurements were made included
the following types: Ford 5-AT, Fokker F-10-A,
Boeing _L0-E, and Boein_ $0-A. _he routes flown covered
most sections of the D_ulted States and represent all
t vpes of climate and topegranhy in t_'is country. The
data from these early domestic-airline operations are
referred to subsequently as "sample I." The charac-
teristics of the airplanes and a summary of the operating
conditions for all the samples ars given in tables I
and _TI, respectively.

A larvae number of acceleration records were obtained
later on the domestic airlines. These records repr_-_sent
42,io5 _ours, or a_J_t 7,000,000 miles, of routine

transport operations by Boeing B-2i_.7, Douglas DC-2,

and Douglas PC-3 airplanes on several air!i_es oovorlng
most sections of the LTuited States. The @ata from these

later domestic operations are called samples 2, 3, and

for the B-2!$7, DC-2, and DC-3 airplanes, respectively.

(See tables I and Ii.)

Alameda to Hong _on,_.- Records were taken with a

number o----7-in--st_-w_._e--m_sdu_ino _ a ro_nd-tr_p flight in

J_e 1938 from Alameda, Calif. to i_ong _(ong, China

by a Nartin N-I}0 <_irolane of Pan American Airways

System. The average al!_itud_, was _:_o_ I0,000 f@et
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and the fiyins time was 1!.5 hours, corresponding to

17, OO0 miles of flight. The data from this flight
are called sample 5.

Records of acceleration covering 12,252 hours, or

about 1,520,000 miles, of routine operations with
Nartin F-150 and Boeing B-514 airplanes are included

in the analysis for the route Frem Alame,ffa to Hon_ Kong.
The data from these operations are called _ample o.

,._-I) airplane.- Records of' accelerationBoein_ _-
were _-_'A _ on the B-15 a-Tro].ane (;.urin_ 313 hours, or

about ]_I._,000miles, of miscellaneous flying including

a number of cross-country flizhts over various sections

of the United States and one rou_d trip to the Panama

Canal Zone. These flights were made between November 193'$

and June 19110. The average altitude of the operations

was about 5000 feet. The data are subsequently called

sample 7.

XC-55 air_la_e.- The Arm)l,oc_leed "'_ __..,- pp a [rr_lane

was f_n-in the vicinity of Lsrtgtev Field, Va. during

an investigation of at_nospheric turbulence in the

summers of I_41 and 19_2. ?,_easurements of acceleration

and airspeed were taken only during flight through rough

air, mostly within cumu!us-congestus and cumu!o-nimbus
clouds. The surveys were made at various altitudes up

to 3_,000 f_et. Only two sa.v_ples .from these surveys

are included in the analysis. One of these samples

(sample 8) was selected at random from the several sets

of data; the other sample (sample 9) represents the

roughest flight.

Aeronca C-2 airplane.- An Aeronca C-2 a_ro!ane was

flown _grTnlg an inves_tion in 1957 of turbulence at

very low altitudes in the earth, s botm_dary layer. A

s_mple (sample i0) was selecto@ at ran@on from the

complete data and is included bets for analysis.

Aoparatus and Lirritations

Domestic airllnes (early oeerations).- In the early

transport operations only ac3e!era¢ion records were
obtained. The records were made with. commercial vibra-

tion recorders that Y_ad been rebuilt into accelerometers

by the N_CA. These acce!erometers recorded against time
on a waxed-paper disk abo_t i4 inches in diameter. The

instmtments were arranged to make one revolution of the
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dis[< Jn several hours. The time scale was therefore
cramoed and only t_e moderats and the large values of
acceleration could be cotu_ted.

As the airspeed Was not recorded, effective gust
velocities were evaluated cn the basis of the known
cruising speeds of the airplanes.

Although the slopes of' the lift curves were known
from available data, the wing loadings of the airplanes
as flown _,rere not usually known. Effective gust

velocities w_ro, therefore, evaluated on the basis of

the assumption that the a]rp!anes were f].own at normal

gross weig?'t. This ass_flption leads to somewhat

conservative values, as the airplanes were usually

flown at less than normal gross weight.

Domestic airlines (recent ope=_ations). - In the more

recent do_estic transport ooezTa-_-fb-7_s,bo_7 acceleration

and airspeed were recorded b7¢ means of ],;ACA V-G recorders,
which are described in reference 4. T]_.ese instrt_mcnts do

not record s gainst _" ' the accel_rstlons are registered

vertically on a small smoked-glass plate while ths values

of airspeed are recorded horizontally. T1_e record is

an envelope of the mexlmum and minimum values of accelera-

tion against a scale of a_rspeed. The small accelerations

are illegible within the envelope and only the larger

values of acceleration t_at project beyond the envelope
of the small values can be co_mted.

No assignation as to airspeed is required with the

N_CA V-G recorder, as the instantaneous value of airspeed

associated with any obser_-ed acceleration is given by
the record.

As in the case of i;he early transports, the wing

leadings of the more recent transport airplanes as
"F

flown were not k_own exactly. J.t was determined,

however, that a reasonab]e approximation of the average

operation weight was 85 oercent of the normal gross

weight; this value was used in the evaluation of effective

gust velocities.

Alameda to Hong Komg.- During the round-trip fl!ght

between ]Vl-_-me,-Ta-_m-T_ong Kong of the N-130, the airplane

was equip_0ed w_th an NACA. V-G recorder, an N_CA recording
accelerometer, an NACA airspeed recorder, and several
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NAOA scratch-rgeording strain gages. Both tha accel-
Jecor_er recorded the measurederometer and ti_e airspeed _ "' _

quantities against t_me with a seal9 sufficiently open to

permit detailed evaluation of the rscords. The strain

gages also recorded against time, but the motion was of
an intermittent character so that all the strain peaks

could not be counted. 0nly one strain gage operated

satisfactoril.v throughout the flight. Many of the strain

values could, however, be correlated with the accelera-
tion measurements.

z!_g.lo an observer operated the instru-During the _ _ _ _

ments and a complete log of time spent in rough air,

total time, airnlane weight, and other pertinent detail

was kept. The records therefore permit a complete and
accurate evaluation rf th'_ frequencies of effective gust

velocities.

Except for the records taken on this round-trip

fli_t, a! _ recorSs of acce]eratlon s_d airspeed taken

on the Alameda-Hong Kong route were mar3e with NACA V-G
recorders.

B-15 a_ro!a_e.- The B-15 airplane was equipted with

an NACA re_-S-r__mg accelero_-_eter and an NACA airspeed

recor,_er having L'_e time scales sufSicienc!y open to
oe_it detailed evaluation of the records. A n_mber

of N._CA and D_% type scratch-recording straln gages

were i_-_stai]ed o_ shear anc_ chord members of a wing spar

at t_.'o stations alon!_ the span. The D!,_ ty_e gages

recorded continuously against time, and a count of the

strain peaks is possible although such a count has not

been made,. As in the case of the ro_ind-trip flight to

Hong l_ong by the _._.-l_0airplao_e, the strain records are
used herein only to show tb8 relationship between a

number of measured strains and acc,_lerations.

During the flights of the B-15 alrp!are, an observer
operated the instruments and k_pt a comr.,lete log of tim_3

spent in rough air, total time, airp!ane weight, and

other _?ertinent _" squan_)tie . The records f_.om these
_eflights tr,refore _,ermit a co:uplete _-_d accurate

evaluation of the frequencies of effective gust velocities.

XC-_5 alrolane.- 'I_.,e XC-55 airoiane was equipped

with _ NACA _e-_Tdlng accelerometer and ,._nNACA air-

soeed recorder set to give an open time scale. The records
obtained are amenable to detail_,:d evaluation. The
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operating wei_h,s for all flights are Muown, and effec-
tive gust velocities can be co:upletely and accurately
e valuated.

Aeromca C-2 ai_o!a,_'"_'_ .- The Aeronca C-2 airr_.!ane,.

was also f_t-_/_ with an i,_CA recording accele:r, ometer

and an NACA airspeed recorder, and the operating weights

are accurately _no_n. Detailed evaluation of effective

gust velocities is possible from the records.

Ev_T.TTAmTn_. 0 _ F_,,t,_u _CV DISTRIBUTIONS

AND TOTAL FRE,_[_;NCIES

}_[ethod of Co1_t

J-rThe method of co',m_:I.n_ frequencies used herein

was dictated iargel}/ by the type of record available

for analiTs-[s and by the qua].itv of the records. On!._,
the records from the ITACA acce!erometer permitted

detailed examination, but even with those records it

was necessary for practical reasons to confine the count
to single maximums and minimums, or peaks, between any
two consecutive intersections oS the record line with

th_ ig reference level, m_".....is method of count neglects

the minor oscillations superimposed on those counted.

Kaul (reference 2) emr_!oyed a similar method of co_n_t,

sad in this respect the German and the ;_mer!can data

are comparable.

From the records for sample !, in wh'_ch the time
_,__,e records - '-ta,_en withscales were cramped, and from _'_

NACA V-G recorders it was not possible to determine
whether the acceleration r_.turned to or crossed the

ig reference level after the attainment of a maximum

or minimram value. In these cases, therefore, tLe

evaluation was made by cou:<ting the acceleration peaks

standing out from the envelopes of the small accelerations.

Since, except for the V-G data, it was considerably

more convenient to count accelerations d':r_ctly than to

convert accelerations to effectiw_ gust velocities prior

to the co_mt, the conversion was made for relatively

short sect.lens of each sam_l_ on the basis of _-*,e_,_air-

speeds for these sections. Im this way large errors in

airspeed were avoided and th_ small deviations of the

alrsmeed from the selected m_ans were of no great

slgn_ ficance.
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Class Intervals

The interva]_s for the classification of frequencies
were chosen at atout the smallest values consistent with
the accuracy of the several aoce!eratJon measurements -
namely, about O.!g. For a number, of reasons the
intervals were not always quite the same. Th_s fact _s
of no consequence for, _n any event, since the accel-
eration values were convenientl U converte_ to ef_ctlve

gust ve!ocities after the cot_t was made, the class

intervals expressed in terms of effective gust velocity

would not remain equal for the various samples because

of differences in airplane chaz_acteristics and airspeed.

The class intervals, expressed in terms of gust velocity,

corresponding to the actua! evaluation ar_ given in
table III.

Threshold Values ¢_f Acce,!erat_.on

and _'_ _i _ __._fective ,3_..;_t%_eIocity

In counting the frequencies in the lowest class

(that is, t};_e class containing the smallest values of

acceleration), t]_e result r_epen@s upon the m_n_mum values

that csn be observed. On the records from the NACA accel-

erometer, variations "n acceleration att_dbutable to

gusts as small as O.02g can be convenientl_; observed,
and all greater values can therefore be counted. This
limit of acceleration for which the count can be made is

termed herein the "threshold value" of the acceleration.

On the V-G records and the i_ecords from the con-

vetted commercial r_corders used in obtaining sample l,

the threshold values of acceleration were rather high

tecause of the limitations of the instruments oreviously
_escribed.

The threshold values for the sa1_p!es are given in
te__ws of effective gust velocity in table IIl.

Re!ative-Frequenc_ Distribution

The frequencies f and the total frequencies F

the gusts for the i0 samples are giw_n in table III as
counted w_th_n the selectee] cl_ss intervals and to the

threshol_ values of effective gust ve].oc'Ltzr.

of
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.In order to arrive at the broadest and most rational
view of gust-frequency distribution, all daLa were
plotted in the form of relative-frequency polygons
(reference 8). The polygon of relative gust frequencies
is a graph of the ratios f/F = fr for the different
classes plotted at the respective class marks on a scale
of effective gust velocity. Since the shape of such a
pol?_gon is dependent upon the size of the class interval
and upon the class mark of the lowest class within which
the cotmt is made, polygons fo_._ the different samples
can be compared only when plotted for a conchon class
interval an@ for a common lowest class. In order to
place all the data on a comoarab!e basis, a cow,men
class intervel of 4.5 feet wet second, the largest of
the class "nterva!s for wh!ch co_7_.t "_vasmade, was chosen.

Since sa_m!e 5 and samples 7 to I0 10ave about the
same small threshold value falling within class l,
relative-frequency pol_:gons for tl,ese samples can be
plotted i_medi_t_?? after conversion to the come,on class
interval. T_e _ol_:gons for samples 5 and 7 are shown
in figure 2_ the Dol}/goi_s for samples 5 and I0, in
figure _; and the polygon _or sa_,?le 9, in figure 4. A
reference polygon, "relative distribution A," is shown
in these figures to facilitate comDarlsons.

In constructing polygons from the rema__ning data,
samples representing generally similar ooe_ations were

combined. The combination of i_hese samples, which

i_clude the V-G data, was cerformed in such manner as to

bring the relative frequencies of the rarer large gusts

into a proper relationship with the other data. q_ne

basic as s_2.uption involved in the process was that, for

data covering a large scope of operations, the relative-

frequency distribution foi!o_,s a single pattern. The

w!idity of this assumption is discussed in a later
s@ction.

In the case of samples i to _., all of which

re_resent domestic tra1:soort operations, none of the

data extended to low values of effective gust velocity

for reasons prev._ously given. The total frequencies

for these samples are, therefore, relatively smaller

than the total frequencies for _he more refined samo!es

because of the omission of the frequent low-value gusts.

In order to bring thG re!ative-freque_cy polygon for the

combined samples I to 4 into _reper relationship with

the polygons for th9 more complete samples, it was
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necessar_ _ first to estimate the frequencies of the
missing low-value gusts and the corresponding total
frequencies. For this purpose a mean relative-frequency
distribution from samples 5, 7, 8, and I0 was assumed to
represent the missing low-value gusts of samnle I, which,
of the combined samples i to !$, had the lowest threshold
value. With this assumption, the total frequency of
sample I, including the frequencies of the lower classes,
was estimated to be 1,600,000 gusts for the 1320 hours
of operation.

The frequencies of sample 2 were then reduced by the
ratio of the path of operations of sample i to the path

of operations of sample 2 (table IV). Similarly, the
frequencies of samples 3 and 4 were reduced to correspond

to the path of ooeratlons of sample I. The s_m of the

reduced frequencies within each class of samples 2, 3,

and I¢ was then added to sample I to obtain the polygon
for the combined samples I to 4.

In combining samples I to 4 a precaution was

necessary in regard to class 6 because of the following

considerations. After conversion of sample i to class
interval _}_'.5,the highest class in which data fell was
class 6. This class is the lowest in which data from

the V-G records fell. Thus, frequencies were available

from all samples of the combination only in this class.

In arriving at a combined frequency for class 6, two

Dossible methods could have been used; namely, either
the reduced frequencies from samples 2, 3, and _ could

have been averaged with the frequency of sample i, or

the most reliable sample could hays been used without

inclusion of t_e less reliable samples. The second
method was actually used and the frequency for class 6

was taken from sample i slnc_ the obscuration of some
class 6 acceleration peaks within the V-G envelopes of

samples 2, 3, and 4 made these data less reliable for
this class.

The frequencies for samples 5 and 6 were combined

in a manner similar to that in which samples I to 4

were combined. In this case, however, it was

unnecessary to estimate a total frequency for sample 5,
as the threshold value was comDarable to the threshold

values of the other complete samples. Also, inasmuch

as the highest gust-induced accel_ratlon for both

samples was recorded within bhe rather limited scope

of sample 5, this one va!ue was assigned a frequency

of unity for the combined samples.
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Pclvgons for the combined aamples I, 2, 3, and _
and ?or the combined samples 5 and 6 are shown _n
figure 2.

D!_CDoJ !_q_

Relati re-Frequency Distribution

_n_ficance of var_o_s samples.- The relative-
frequency distribution for any sample of data does not

_ !y Dres nt . vral avene_es_ari re _e gen_ rage conditions. _or

Instance, _e frequency distribution of samole 5 is not

reoresentative of average conditions because of t_he

occurrence _n sample 5 of one of th_ most severe gusts

ever experienced on the Pacific Division of bhe
Pan American Airways System. Even _itho_t other samples

for comparison, th__s fact might Have been susoected from
the form of the rel_tive-frequency polygon for sample 5

in figure 2, v_bi_n shows a sudden break to large values

of Ue. Sample 9 is another case t]:at is not repre-

sentative of average conCitions, because _his sample

was obtained _ur_ng the roughest of a considerable

nu_uber of flights ma@e during a soecial investigation
of turbulence w_thin cumulus-congestus and cumu!o-nimbus

clouds. For sample 9, as can be observed from a com-
oarison of t_e ool)_gon in figure _ _th Dhe other

oolvgons•, in figures 2 and 3, the frequenc_ distribution
indicates relativelTj _igh oroportion of gusts of high

_nbensity.

Ym_ contrast to the "fullness" of the frequency

distributions for samples 5 and 9, the frequency distri-

bution for samole 7 shows relat]ve!y low proportion of

gusts of high intensity. This result is in line with

the conditions of ooeration, according to which regions

of high turbulence were avoided as far as possible so

that greater weight was given the frequencies of the

smaller g_sts.

Since the conditions governing samples 5, 7, and 9

are kno_'n to _ve rise to more or less _xtreme frequency

distributions, a sample representative of average condi-

tlons applicable to large scooe of operations would be

expected to lie somewhere between the extremes. Probably

the most representative of the ss_n:(_!es containln_
detailed data _n the lowest classes are samples ;$ and I0,
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w_ich _:ere selected at r_nc]om from a considerable mass
of data. Tl-e re!at[ve-frequency polygons for these
sanples (fig. 2) may be observed by compmrison with
figures 2 and LL,to lle between the polygons for
samples 7 and 9 and inside the end point of the polygon
for sa_ple 5.

The combination of sampl_s I to 4 and of samples 5
and 6 in the manner described greatly extends the scope
of the data apo!icable to the respective operating con-
ditions representerS. The co_bined samples ere thus more
true than any single small sample in the sense that the
influence of accidental occ_rrences, such as the encoun-
tering of an in_usuall_ strong gust in sample 5, is sub-
merge8 in the mnss of data; that is, accidental occur-
rences of this sort occur in sufficiently large n_nber
within a samole of large scope that they become more
truly representative of tl]e average con0itlons. Fig-
ure 2 shows tlois _ffect clearly; the combined sample
5 and 6 an8 the combined sa_nole ! to _ have relatively
uniform distributions l?Ting between the extreme distri-
butions of s_._oles 7 and

For comoar_son with the samples presented herein,
distributlon _ol_-gons of Ue have been constructed
from Kaul's data wit?: a class interval of !4..5. It may
be seen from f_g_Jre 2, which shows the envelopes of the
_olvgons for _aul's data, t!_at the German and the
American results are in very good agreement.

Influence of :_irolane characteristics and source

of tur-_h_![e-r[c_._ It is evident from the preceding dis-

cus__-6n---_--the major discrepancies between the fre-

quency distributions for the various sm]]oles can be

accounted for largely by accidental occurrences during

the operations, i_en the scope of the samples is

sufficiently increased to be representative of average

operating conditions, these accidental influences are

not so strong and the frequency distriDutions tend to

fall into the same pattern regardless of the source
of the data. The results _herefore indicate that

individual gusts in turbulent regions of the atmosphere

are distributed on the _hole in a fixed manner irrespec-

tive of _.he location of tbe turbulent regions and of the

source off the turbulence.

Figure _ further illustrates the similarity of
distribution for different sam oles. Sample 8 was
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obtained at Digh altitude within cumulo-nimbus and
c_,mmlus-congestus clouds and repres_nts turbulence
having its origin in thermal convective processes.
Sample i0, on the contrary, was obtained at very low
altitude in the absence of ther.ma! effects and the
turbulence arose from the shearing of the wind in the
earth's boundary layer. Notwithstanding these con-
siderable differences in thc aerological conditions,
the frequency distributions are nearly the same and they
are also in close agreeme_t with those from other sources.

Another point, most clearly evident from samples $
and I0 but also evident from the, other data, is that
the distribution of turbulenc6 as ,_easured is largely

• i _ - _ othe alrolane charac-indencndent of a ipl-_n_ s:.ze and r
terist_cs. Tbe close s_mi].arit?f of .... ,_. u_.e @istr3.butions

for sample 8 (obtained with the Lockheed XC-55 a'.rplane),

sample ]0 (obtained w'tb the Aero1-lca C-2 airplane),

and the samD!es from the airlin¢ operations indicates that

the basic ass<tm,otlons and conce._.ts ]o_nder!y_.ng the gust-
lead formula (equation (I)) are correct.

Influei_ce of d!st_._mbed motion of airnlane in

cont_led severe turbulence.-A-_tTo_g-_Y_ foregoing

r@mar_s" a'cou_--C_e influence o _ bhe air],:lane character-

Istics apply on the average, in continu, ed severe

tur-bulence the frequency _istribution may acpeal _ to

contain abnormal frequencies in [;he higher classes
unless .,r_c_u_ions are, taken to eliminate the effect of

4isturbed an@ controlled motions of the alrp!ane. In

the flight from which sample 9 _as derived, which was

the rougbest of a large number of flights through

cumulo-nimbus clouds, the _airplane motion was con-

si@erably disturbed from the desired straight path,

so that t>,e _vroscope of one of t]'_e flight __nstruments

was at times put out of action (reference 9). Under

these circ_nnstances the airplane was subject to moderate

acceleration fluctuations of long period upon which the

short-period accelerations due to the turbu!once were

superimposed. _,_en the count w._s mad_ in the described

manner chosen for the general analysis, abnormally high

,__.fect_ve gust velocity were ascribed to thevalues of _ _ '

various frequencies and the polygon appeared full

(fig. 1$). VQ_.en the count was ma,_e with respect to the
variable datum caused b.v the dlsburbed motion rather

than with rospect to the I g dat_mm, the frequency d_stri-
+i' _" ar!_v to the .qis_bution con, o ....ed more me o,lbutions of the

other samples. The corrected r_olygon retained a certain
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@,e=_o _o_,eve which may be ascribed too.... of fl)llne ss, .... r, .,
actual greater frequenc_ of the r_:ore severe gusts.

Differences between tv:o polygons like those shown

_n fi.(_ure I$ provide means of evaluating the effect of

the distoa_bc@ motion on the freq_ency of aDpl_ed loads.

The data given here aDoly _.... s_cif_cally to tlme cbar-

acterist].cs of the _'_-35,_alrolane and cannot be safel.v<

apol:ied to other cases. This fact is of small concern,

because large disturbed motions are rarelTT enoo_mtered

In normal operatious, so that such effects as are shown
-, _ 4..... , be noin figur ,_ woulc] _ardlv ticeable in a sample

representing large scope of op(srations.

• " " .I.(3Factors Governing Estm_atmon of Total Frequent _

_- .. .- TheAverage ....n@ standard gust intervals fact
that _e frequency m=str:Lbutlom follows a f_xed oattern

for samples of large scope indicates t.Y,at the total fre-

quenc.y is proportional to the cmsta.___ce flown within tur-
bulent regions. Conversely, the average spacing between

gusts is inversei}/ proportional to the d_stance flown.
In order to _ro_'_z_ a useful basis for =_st[mating the

total frGquenc[es of significant gusts (n_mely, those

causing measurable acceleration of an sirolano), the

term "average g_Jst _nterval" ,kay is introduced. This

tem_ is defined as the aversge d_stance along a flight

_ath _n turbulent a_r between si_ificant gusts N_m_er-

].cal values of '_av bare been @erive$ from the total

_ _' S 9, and I0 and are givenfrequencies o ._ samnles 5, ,, ,

in table IV.- In evaluating ,kay the actual path :lengths

_n rough air, which are also given in table IV, were

divided by the total frequencies.

The average gust interval kay is n].ott:_d against

mean wing chord In ffgure 5. The de]jendence of Kay

on airplane size is evident, although the exact nature
of the relationship is not entirely clear from the

figure. The average gust 4nterval fez: the four samples

shown in figure 5 is I.! chord lengths. This value may
be used to estimate total frequency when the pabh length

in turbulent air and the a=rpl.u_, size are known

Although the points on figure 5 do not fall on a straight

line_ they could _robably be made to do so by suitable

correction. Figure 6 of refJrem¢8 I0, for example,
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shows a marked tendency for average gust interval to
increase with gust intensity; corrections for this effect
would raise _he noint for sample 7 and lower the point
for samples _ and 9.

Path rat_o.- Yn order to estimate the tqtal fre-
quencT@s--_-# actual onerating conditions over a long
neriod of o;)eratlons, _t is necessary to know something
about the percentage of the total flight path that falls
within regions of turbulence or about the actual total
frequencies that occur within total paths of operation
of large scope. Information on the relative period of
operation within turbulent regions is given in table IV
.for samples 5 and 7 in terms of the path ratio R. The
total frequencies are

RL
,\
av

or

F = 5,83o (2)
l!c

when L is in miles, kav
feet.

is in feet, and c is in

Although the path ratio is not kuown for the other

samnles to which such a ratio is applicable, the total
frequency of sa_nle I is estimated at 1,600,000 gusts

to a threshol_ value of Ue = 0.3 foot per second in

the manner Drevious!y explained. Because th_s total

frequency anolies to a hath of operations of 145,000 miles
and because the mean chord was about 10. 5 feet, R is

aoproximatel_' 0.2]$ from equation (2).

Operating conditions.- The path ratio and therefore

the to7_7 gust frequency for any path of operations

manifest!AT will depend on the operating conditions. A
feeder-line transnort operating overland at low altitude,

for example, would be expected to encounter a greater

percentage of turbulent air than an airplane operating

at high altitude above the mechanical turbulence near

the ground and above most of the convective clouds.

Although the operating conditions are important in

definin Z total frequencies, the data available at this

time are too sketchy to permit correlat__ons between
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total frequencies and the factors composing the operating
conditions.

In order to _ermit estimations of total frequencies,
all available _ertinent data including those from German
sources have been assembled in table V. The first four
sets of @erman data in table V have been based on the
data of reference 3. Owing fie the fact that Freise
presented frequencies for noncontiguous classes, the
total frequencies given were obtaine4 by multiplication
of the frequencies counted by Freise by 2.5, which is
the ratio of the interval between class marks to the

interval within which _he original count was made. The

path ratios from the German data were estimated by
aopllcation of equation (2).

In applyin_ the d_ta of table V to the estimation

of total frequencies, some !ud_uent will have to be used

to ensure that values of path ratio most nearly repre-

senting the o_erat_ng conditions are used. It will be
noted that path ratios range from about 0.006 to 0.24,

with an average value of a0out 0.i.

APPLICATION OF GUST ?REQ_!_CIES TO

ESTY_,'ATION OF _TRESS _EQUENC IES

Choice of Gust-Frequency Distr_butlon

The rel_tive-frequency polygons representing the

available data permit so_e latitude in the selection

of a frequency distribution to be applied in a design

problem. Choice of a conservative gust-frequency dis-
tributlon for use _n estimations of stress frequency

depends upon the relative significance of the small

and large stresses in the oroblem _inder analysis. If

the problem is to determine the probability of occur-
rence of large stresses in excess of the strength of

the structure at the design limit load, a more con-
servative estimate will result from the selection of a

frequency distribution having relatively high frequencies

at t_e higher values of effective gust velocity. For

other purposes, the selection of a distribution having

the h_gher frequencies at the low effective g_st

velocities may give a more conservative estimate. Two

limiting relative-frequency polygons, A and B, representing
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the am_,roximate l_mits of the data are shown in f__gure 6.
Polygon A has previous!)j been used ss "relative d__strl-
bution A" to facilitate conner!son of the data shown in
f_gures 2 be _.. For some ourooses sm_ation cur_-es, or
ogiv_s (reference 8), are _ore convenient repr,_sentations
of erequencV @[strlbutions than frequency polygo_:s.

• .i.Unit s_ma,_on curves corresponding be _ol. oon_ A and B
of f:Lgure 6 are t_erefore given in figure 7.

Rels.tlon between Effeot:'ve Gust Velocity

and Stress in the Structure

Direct application of the ,_t_st-frequency dlstribu-

t_on and the total fr6qu3nc 7 bF means of equation (i)

w_th the usual d_sign assuJ:iption of static load w_ll

yield approximately correct values of stre-ss frequency.

There are, however, se_era! phenoi_ena that modify the
actual stress frequencies fro_u the stress frequerc_es

estimated in this sim_le mann_r. These ohenomena
include :

(I) Sl_Deroos]_... tion of unco<urlted _s]_i a.,-,__ on the

larger gusts counted

(2) Distribution of gust v¢lcci':y a,zrcss the span

(_) DT_amlc response of the structure

[hco_r_ ted _'_ "*"Ts_..._r_...._ose@ gusts.- As Drev_.ously men-
tl on_c.-_-_--mYn-or _,_.;-__-"_-'-rv,',_._,_ ._,_ _,_ acceleration records

were not ordinaril_T counted unZess they occurr,_d as

sin._ie phenomena between two c_secut_ve i_,tersections

_:ith the ig datum. A sDeclal total count of tl_ese neg-
lected eeaks was maSe in o_e case from a clean-cut

record without reference to the exact magnitudes of the
acceleration __ncre,_ents or to the accelerution level at
wb_cb their occurred it was found that the nmnber of

,j •

these s_al! suoerimDcsed r,eaks was abc,ut twice the ¢otal

frequency corn%tad in the manner adopted for the _eueral
analysis. These superimposed :oeaks were irregular in
shaoe, sequence, and t_me or ..o!ace o_-° o_c_'_.rr_nce_. The

magnitudes ofthe superimposed ac_].e_at.ton pea_<s with

respect to the adjacent accele_ation levels wore small

and did not in any case exceed a value corresponding to

AUc = 4.5 feet per second• The great majority of these

peaks werenear.the threshold value of 0.} foot oer second.-

\
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Discussion of the reason for the consistently

small magnitu::]e of the Su!oerimpos3d peaks is beyond

the scope, of this paper, as tl_o question of the rela-

tionship between gust Intensity and gust dimensions

and the question of the _robabi!ity of superposition

of randomly distributed gusts are involved.

Kaul (reference 2) reports a similar count of

s_Jperimposed peaks from a record of wing-tip deflection.

Kaul implied that the acceleration records 01d not

contain such neaks an_ that t1_e extra peaks counted

were @ue to damped vibration of th.e wlng structure

after disturbance b_T the individ_,_al g_sts. The ratio
of the n_imber of extra peaks to the ntumber co_ted

with respect to the !g datum w:_s, _iowever, about 2-

a r_su]_t that Is in agreement w_th the authors_ count

of the extra acceleratlon peaks. It seems probable,
t_c_erefore, tLat so_e add±t_onal acceleration Dea_s due

to superimposed gusLs an,:_ some acce!oratton peaks _ue

to vibration response of t_e wing-fuselage system were

actually counted in both cases.

So far as the mere question of gust frequency

is concerned, wi.thout regard to superposition, these

additional small peaks may be _laced in class I. _2he

inclusion of such s_all peaks in a fatigue test, however,

cannot properly be effected on the basis of this simple
classification. If the superpositiom of the additional

small peaks is felt to influence the fatigue strength

to an important degree, the phenomenon of superposition

must be ta!<en _nto account. The superposition may

perhans be pictured sufficlentiy well for application

to fatigue tests by instilling ti._eperiods of the

various stress cycles to be proportional to the

amnlitude. Y_rther, assume the cycles corresponding

to the basic gust frequenc_ distribution to be applied

w_t_out superposit!on. Finally, superlmnose the

additional s:,_all cycles on _2ne basic cycles of class 2

and of the !,i_her classes, _istributing the additional

small _eaks _niformly along the time scale to determlne

the nt_._bers to be superimposed on each basic cycle.

_e ac_ua! a_lication of superimposed cycles !n

fatigue testini_ is a _if.ficult matter and requires
either the constr_ction and use of a fancily of summation

c_rves with mean stress as a oarameter or the construc-

tion of a comolex fatigue machine with which the s_a!l
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cycles can be superimposed on the lar_zer cycles. The
deriw_tion of the su_mEmtion curves would require that
the basic stress cycles be conszdered as square waves
for the purpose of establishing a finite number of mean
stress values, and the actual testing would involve the
d_fficulty of occasionally holding the mean stress levels
at very high values while the small cycles were being
applied.

Distribution of gust velocity along span.- The
@istribution of_s-_veloc_.ty along the span of a wing

_s not al_va:'s uniform, so that the usual assumption of
uniform distribution leads to some error in estimation

of stress frequencies from the gust frequencies. The

results of the gust investigation with the XC-35 air-
T_!ane indicate ........_ e various t_,p±c_l spanwlse distribu-

tions that actually occur and the freq_lency of each

type. If desire¢], further refinement of the stress

frequencies can be made from these data, which are

reported in reference II.

D_u_amic response of the structure.- 0w.ing to the

flexibility of wing s tructures_ acce!e1_ations caused by

gusts will not be t!_e same at all points along the

span. The accelerations at the wing tips will be

somewhat greater than and out of phase with those at

the _se!age. Some calculations pertaining to two

typical large airplanes (refere_ce 12) and tests in

the Lp,.r.glev gtlst tunnel indicat,_@ that the maximum tip
acceleration at about 200 miles per hour was about

twice t__e acceleration at the fuselage and occurred

earlier than the fuselage acceleration. The wing

oscillation f.n these cases dandled out in I to 2 cycles.

The effect of such d_amic action is to cause, at the

outer portions of the wing Primary structure, super-
imposed stress cycles with a maximt_n s_mDlitude about

I0 percent of the static stress for the uniformly

df stributed gus_.

Because the natural oeriod of _ _• w _.n_s increases
almost in direct proportion to the wing linear dimensions

and because the size of _sts to which airolanes will

respond also _ncreases as tl_e airplane size, the ratio
of natural -erio@ to oeriod of application of load

remains about constant for constant flight speed. The

dy_a.,_ic response of the structure would, therefore,
appear not to " _,_n_rease w_th airpla__e size.
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If desired, the additional frequencies of the small

dyn_,_ic strosses at tile outer portions of the wings can
be included in the same manner as the uncounted super-

imposed gust frequencies.

E)<perimenta! evidence.- Some test results from
the s t_-_T-_%-_at-tT_n measurements on the N-130

an@ the B-I 5 airo]anes ar_ shown in figures 8 to I0.

Comparative stress frequencies cannot be shown, but the

figures illustrate the degree of agreement between peak
stresses as measured and as would be calculated by the

usual assumption of static load for the corresponding

measured accelerations.

For the _!-130 alrrlane (fig. 8) a datum stress

increment corresoonding to application of a load factor

of I was determined by taking thG difference between

stress while in level flight in smooth air and stress
wh_le at rest on the water. Correction was made for

wing weight. 2he clot therefore indicates the agree-

ment betweon gust-induced stresses as measured and

gust-induced stresses as determined by multiplication
of the datom stress by the measured acceleration. The

8istribution of the points along a line of I_5° slope

indicates excellent agreemont; this result and the lack

of scatter beyond the limits of error denote lack of

serious dynamic response of tho structure.

The results sho_n for the B-I 5 airplane in fig-

ures 9 and I0 are given simoly as plots of measured

stress against measured acceleration because a dattum
stress increment was not measureS. The stress-load

relationships shown are, ho'_vever, substantially linear;

this fact, together with v_rtual absence of scatter

beyond the limits of error, shows absence of serious

d 5uaaml c response.

These results indicate that, with the exception

of the small uncounted superimposed stress peaks, the

stress frequenc].es of the ._rimary wing structure will

be given with sufficLent exactn,_ss, for all practical
ourooses, by apr;llcation of the gust frequencies through

equation (I) and the usual asst_uption of static load.

Apnli cat ion to tail surfaces.- The gust-frequency

data g_i_en here--In a r_ ri--6t--_e-ct-_y applicable to tail
surfaces. Some tmpub!ished flight data on the relative

magnitudes of effective gust velocities on wings and
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tail surfaces intricate, however, that a rough approxi-

mation of the tail-load frequencies might be obtained

by utilizing the gust frequencies given here and by
multiplying the values of effective gust velocity by 1.6

for the vertical tail surfaces and by 0. 5 for the
horizontal tail surfaces.

CONCL_ING RE}_ARKS

Available flight data are sufficient to indicate

that the distribution of gusts w_thin turbulent regions

of the atmosphere follows a substantially fixed pattern
which is independent of the source or cause of the

turbulence. The average interval between gusts causing

measurable a_rplane response is about !I chord lengths,

and the total frequency of significant gusts in any

strotch of rough air is therefore the length of the

flight path in rough air d_vidod by i! times the mean

wing chord.

The total gust frequency to be expected during

the operating life of an airplane depends upon the

operating conditions, which dete_ine the ratio of

path length in rough air to the total path of opera-

tions. Information on the path ratio as a function of

operating conditions is sketchy at this time and

should be supplemented by further measurements. From

the available information, the average path ratio for

a variety of operating conditions is about 0.I_ although

individual values vary between about 0.006 and 0.2_.

The available data on gust frequencies cermet

aoproximate determination of stress frequencies in

the orimary structures of airolanes due to gusts.

These frequencies apoear to describe adequately, for

many design purposes , the stress conditions for
transport-type airolanes in flight. Supolementary

information on stresses in secondary members of the

structure and on the additional frequencies of small

stresses in the primary structure resulting from dynamic

structural response and nonlinear lateral gust distri-
bution is desirable. This information wlll have to be
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obtained by stress _leasurements correlated with airplane
size, dead-v,eigh_ distribution, and other factors.

L&ngloy _emorial Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Co_ittee for Aeronautics

Langley Field, Va.
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